August 25, 2017
File: 3691-17A

ACCIONA Design Build Joint Venture
#110 - 980 West 1st Street
North Vancouver, British Columbia
V7P 3N4
Attention: Ann Marie Keane, Environmental Manager
Dear Ann Marie:
Re:

Assessment of Noise from Stone Column Installation at NSWWTP

As requested, we have predicted the noise levels that would be received at nearby properties due to
operation of stone column installation equipment. To predict the community noise levels, we used our
noise mapping software Cadna/A, which incorporates the internationally recommended ISO Standard
9613-2 (1996) for calculating the attenuation of sound propagation outdoors. It accounts for acoustic
shielding from structures and other relevant factors and predicts the A-weighted sound pressure level
under meteorological conditions favourable for sound propagation. In order to determine the source
level and to calibrate the model, we conducted measurements at the site on August 18, 2017, while
stone column installation work was ongoing. There was only one work group operating during our
measurements, working near the east end of the site. Two additional work groups will be added in the
near future, one near the centre of the site and one near the west end, as indicated in Figure 1.
All of the equipment associated with the active work group was positioned fairly close together, within
an area of roughly 15m diameter. We conducted a 15 minute continuous noise measurement at a
distance of 50 m away from the centre of the construction zone in order to obtain a representative
source level for all equipment combined. Figure 2 presents a time history graph of the A-weighted slow
response noise levels measured throughout the 15 minute period. The source level that we used in the
prediction model was the Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) measured over the 15 minute period. The Leq
is an energy average of varying sound levels over a given period of time. It is the steady sound level
that would contain the same acoustic energy as the actual time varying sound. Although it is an
“average”, it is influenced mostly by the highest sound levels since it is those levels that contain most
of the sound energy. The Leq has been found to correlate closely with overall community noise
impacts. The Leq for the 15 minute measurement at 50 m was 67 dBA.
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For reference, we also measured the noise levels produced by each type of equipment used during the
stone column installation activity. All of the equipment measured individually and included in our 50 m
overall measurement is listed in Table 1.

Construction Equipment

Product Name

Sound Pressure Level at 5 m (dBA)

Crane

Manitowoc 4100W

86

Generator

MQ Power WhisperWatt 220

83

Compressor

Ingersoll Rand 675-825 CFM

81

Water Jet Pump

Godwin HL125M Dry-Prime Pump

85

Loader (backup alarm off)

Komatsu WA 270

79

Loader (backup alarm on)

Komatsu WA 270

86

Drill Rig (Idling)

Soilmec SR-80

85

Drill Rig (drilling)

Soilmec SR-80

87

Table 1: Construction Equipment List and Measured Sound Pressure Levels
Noise measurements were conducted using a Brüel & Kjær 2250 sound level meter, which meets the
Type 1 precision requirements according to ANSI S1.4:1983. The meter was field calibrated before and
after the monitoring period using a Brüel & Kjær Type 4230 calibrator. The meter recorded data at 1
second intervals, including 1/3 octave spectra and audio files. There was no precipitation or noticeable
wind during the measurements.
The study area and predicted noise contours for the worst case construction noise emissions (i.e. for
all equipment in all three stone column installation areas running simultaneously) are shown in
Figure 3. It is apparent from the contours that the acoustic shielding provided by commercial buildings
near the construction site minimizes noise propagation to the nearest residences along Pinewood
Crescent (north of Welch Street). The maximum noise exposure (Leq) at the closest residential building
is predicted to be 53 dBA.
The dominant noise sources are expected to be loaders, drill rigs and cranes. However, since backup
alarms are a common source of disturbance to residents, we recommend that the fixed output tonal
alarms that are typically installed on mobile equipment should be replaced with self-adjusting broad
band alarms. This type of backup alarm offers two benefits. Firstly, the broad band frequency spectrum
is much less intrusive than single tone alarms and secondly, the self-adjusting units automatically
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adjust to the minimum noise level necessary to be clearly audible above the noise produced by the
machine. Suitable models are manufactured by Brigade and are sold and installed locally by Right
Trucks in Surrey.
This report completes our noise predictions for the ACCIONA noise variance application. Noise
measurement data will be stored and available for future use and processing if required. Please contact
us if you have any queries regarding this document.
Regards,
BKL Consultants Ltd.

BKL Consultants Ltd.

per:

per:

Douglas Kennedy, P.Eng.

Banda Logawa, EIT
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Figure 1: North Shore Waste Water Treatment Plant Construction Project Location
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Figure 2: M easured Noise Level at 50 m from the Centre of the
Construction Zone
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Figure 1: North Shore Waste Water Treatment Plant Construction Project Noise Contour
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